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ABSTRACT

Tropical cyclones are fueled by the air–sea heat flux, which is reduced when the ocean surface cools due to

mixed layer deepening and upwelling. Wave-driven Langmuir turbulence can significantly modify these pro-

cesses. This study investigates the impact of sea-state-dependent Langmuir turbulence on the three-dimensional

ocean response to a tropical cyclone in coupled wave–ocean simulations. The Stokes drift is computed from the

simulated wave spectrum using the WAVEWATCH III wave model and passed to the three-dimensional

Princeton OceanModel. The Langmuir turbulence impact is included in the vertical mixing of the oceanmodel

by adding the Stokes drift to the shear of the vertical mean current and by including Langmuir turbulence

enhancements to theK-profile parameterization (KPP) scheme. Results are assessed by comparing simulations

with explicit (sea-state dependent) and implicit (independent of sea state) Langmuir turbulence parameteri-

zations, as well as with turbulence driven by shear alone. The results demonstrate that the sea-state-dependent

Langmuir turbulence parameterization significantlymodifies the three-dimensional ocean response to a tropical

cyclone. This is due to the reduction of upwelling and horizontal advection where the near-surface currents are

reduced by Langmuir turbulence. The implicit scheme not only misses the impact of sea-state dependence on

the surface cooling, but it also misrepresents the impact of the Langmuir turbulence on the Eulerian advection.

This suggests that explicitly resolving the sea-state-dependent Langmuir turbulence will lead to increased ac-

curacy in predicting the ocean response in coupled tropical cyclone–ocean models.

1. Introduction

The energy budget of a tropical cyclone is primarily

dictated by air–sea fluxes of heat and momentum

(Emanuel 1991). The total heat flux between the ocean

and atmosphere under tropical cyclone–force winds is

dominated by latent heat flux. Generally, in the warm

tropical waters where a hurricane forms, the latent

heat flux pumps energy into the atmosphere, occasion-

ally exceeding 1000Wm22 over warm sea surface

temperature (SST) during high winds. SST can be

greatly reduced under a tropical cyclone due to rapid

mixed layer deepening due to vertical mixing and up-

welling of cold, subthermocline waters in the presence of

horizontally divergent currents. Then, the air–sea heat

flux and the energy available to the storm can be sig-

nificantly reduced (see Price 1981; Emanuel 1999;

Bender and Ginis 2000; Ginis 2002). For typical tropical

cyclone atmospheric conditions, the latent heat flux can

be reduced by an order of magnitude if SST cools by

only a few degrees, because the relative humidity of the

fully saturated air adjacent to the air–sea interface sig-

nificantly decreases as the SST cools. It is, therefore,

vitally important to accurately model the upper-ocean

response to a tropical cyclone and the resulting SST

cooling for accurate forecasts of hurricane wind struc-

ture, wind intensity, and storm track.

The ocean surface temperature under a tropical cy-

clone is controlled by both one-dimensional (vertical
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mixing/diffusion) and three-dimensional (upwelling and

horizontal advection) processes, with each process

dominating in certain locations relative to the storm

center and for certain storm characteristics (such as size,

intensity, and forward translation speed). The one-

dimensional process is dominated by the shear-driven

vertical mixing of cold, subthermocline water into the

mixed layer, which is achieved when turbulent in-

stabilities of the mean current shear overcomes the

stable density gradient associated with the thermocline.

The cooling due to large-scale three-dimensional pro-

cesses can become important under tropical cyclones

due to the strong spatial variability of the surface forcing

(i.e., Yablonsky and Ginis 2009; Vincent et al. 2012).

Vertical advection, or upwelling, is a prominent feature

of a slowly moving tropical cyclone where horizontal

current divergence drives a vertical current that advects

subthermocline water into the near-surface mixed layer.

Horizontal fluxes of heat are also an important mecha-

nism, particularly near the cold wake associated with a

tropical cyclone, because cool water can be advected

outward by the cyclonic, wind-driven currents and re-

distribute heat (Vincent et al. 2012). The effects of up-

welling and horizontal advection are not as important

when the translation speed of the storm becomes too fast

(.;5ms21) for three-dimensional processes to estab-

lish (Yablonsky and Ginis 2009).

The vertical turbulent mixing of momentum and sca-

lar quantities such as temperature and salt can be sig-

nificantly enhanced due to the Langmuir turbulence that

is driven by the interaction between the surface waves’

Stokes drift and the Eulerian current vorticity. This is

often referred to as the Craik–Leibovich (CL) vortex

force, originally proposed by Craik and Leibovich

(1976). This mechanism enhances the vertical mixing

over the entire mixed layer even if the Stokes drift is

confined in a relatively thin surface layer, as demon-

strated by McWilliams et al. (1997) and many sub-

sequent large-eddy simulation (LES) studies (e.g., Noh

et al. 2004; Polton and Belcher 2007; Kukulka et al.

2009). Because the intensity of the Langmuir turbulence

depends on the relative importance of the wind forcing

and the wave forcing, it strongly depends on the sea state

through its surface wave field. Therefore, existing upper-

ocean mixing parameterizations without explicit sea-

state dependence may introduce significant errors in

conditions where the surface wave field is not in equi-

librium with local wind forcing (Fan and Griffies 2014;

Li et al. 2016). The spatial and temporal variability of the

Langmuir turbulence intensity is particularly significant

in tropical cyclone conditions because the ocean surface

wave field is complex, often dominated by large waves

misaligned with local wind (Sullivan et al. 2012; Rabe

et al. 2015). This has led to the development of numer-

ous modifications to existing mixing parameterizations

to account for variability of the Langmuir turbulence

due to sea states. These include modifications to the

Mellor–Yamada scheme (Mellor and Yamada 1982),

such as Kantha and Clayson (2004) and Harcourt (2013,

2015), and modifications to the K-profile parameteriza-

tion (KPP; Large et al. 1994), such as McWilliams and

Sullivan (2000), Smyth et al. (2002), McWilliams et al.

(2012), and Reichl et al. (2016).

A recent modification to the KPP model by Reichl

et al. (2016, hereafter RWHGK) has been developed by

matching the performance of KPP to equivalent LES

results with identical initial conditions and wind and

wave forcing, in a wide range of transient wind and wave

conditions under tropical cyclones. The study has con-

firmed that the intensity of the Langmuir turbulence is

correlated with the turbulent Langmuir number that

characterizes the significance of the wave forcing rela-

tive to the wind forcing, as suggested by previous studies.

The study has also demonstrated that the Langmuir

turbulence significantly reduces the current magnitude

inside the mixed layer due to vigorous momentum

mixing. The existing, community-standard KPP param-

eterization is tuned to include typical Langmuir turbu-

lence effects. Therefore, it is able to predict the typical

mixed layer deepening events and SST cooling reason-

ably well; it does not contain the sea-state dependence of

such events. For example, it incorrectly predicts the

spatial pattern of SST cooling. In addition, the existing

KPP appears to entirely miss the enhanced momentum

mixing and current magnitude reduction due to the

Langmuir turbulence. As stated previously, these mixed

layer currents control the three-dimensional response of

the ocean to the hurricane, including the upwelling and

the horizontal advection of heat. Therefore, the reduced

currents due to the Langmuir turbulence may play a

significant role in modifying the SST cooling.

The previous study only investigated the impact of the

Langmuir turbulence on the one-dimensional (vertical

mixing) response to the tropical cyclone. In this study,

we investigate the impact of the sea-state-dependent

Langmuir turbulence on the three-dimensional re-

sponse, particularly on the storm-driven horizontal and

vertical advection. We will show that the three-

dimensional response to the tropical cyclone is signifi-

cantly modified due to the reduction of the Eulerian

currents near the surface that drive advection and up-

welling underneath the hurricane center and along

the hurricane track. We achieve this by introducing

the newly modified KPP by RWHGK in a three-

dimensional ocean model coupled with a surface-wave

prediction model. Numerical experiments are conducted
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using idealized tropical cyclone wind forcing with varying

storm translation speeds. The results are then compared

with the experiments using the KPP tuned for shear-only

turbulence (no Langmuir turbulence) to clarify the

overall impact of the Langmuir turbulence. The results

are also compared with the experiments using the stan-

dard KPP that includes the typical (average, independent

of sea states) Langmuir turbulence effects. This addresses

an important practical question of whether the explicit

(sea-state dependent) Langmuir turbulence parameteri-

zation is necessary to accurately predict the SST cooling

under tropical cyclones. In our investigation, we also

explore the impact of the Coriolis–Stokes force (CS) on

the ocean response to the tropical cyclone. The CS is due

to the interaction between the Stokes drift and the

planetary vorticity in the water column (Ursell and

Deacon 1950; Hasselmann 1970; Polton et al. 2005) and is

another mechanism by which the Stokes drift can modify

the mean current and possibly the SST cooling. There are

other mechanisms by which the waves affect the upper-

ocean processes, including the resolved-scale CL vortex

force, advections of momentum and scalar by the Stokes

drift, as well as the impact of growing/decaying wave

fields. However, we seek here an understanding of the

Langmuir turbulence and the Stokes–Coriolis force

alone, and save the complete wave-coupled system for

future studies.

2. Methods

a. Description of models

1) MPIPOM-TC WITH KPP

A two-way coupled ocean and wave model has been

implemented for this study. The ocean component is

the recently updated Message Passing Interface

PrincetonOceanModel forTropicalCyclones (MPIPOM-

TC; Yablonsky et al. 2015a), which is a branch in

the hierarchy of the Princeton Ocean Model (POM;

Blumberg andMellor 1987; Mellor 2004). This version

of POM utilizes message passing interface capabilities

in addition to having both one-dimensional (vertical

only) and three-dimensional (vertical and horizontal)

run options (Yablonsky and Ginis 2009). In this study,

the vertical resolution of the model is increased from

the operational version of POM in the Hurricane

Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) Model

(Yablonsky et al. 2015b), which has 23 sigma levels to

60 levels (with a constant ocean depth of 2500m). A

near-surface resolution of 4.5m is kept constant over

the upper 200m of the water column to better resolve

the near-surface boundary layer mixing and the

evolution of the mixing layer depth in the KPP model.

The traditional Mellor–Yamada (Mellor and Yamada

1974, 1982) vertical mixing routine of POM has

been replaced by a turbulent mixing subroutine based

on the KPP model (Large et al. 1994), which is

described below.

The standard KPP model solves for the vertical tur-

bulent flux terms as follows:

u0
hw

0 52K
M
(z)

›U
h

›z
1G

U
, (1)

u0w0 52K
u
(z)

›Q

›z
1G

u
, (2)

whereUh is the mean horizontal current,Q is the mean

potential temperature, KX is the eddy mixing co-

efficient of heat (X5 u) and momentum (X5M), z is

the vertical coordinate (positive upward), and x0w0 is
the covariance of the perturbation component of ei-

ther the horizontal velocity (x5 uh) or the temperature

(x5 u) with the perturbation of the vertical velocity w.

In this study, we neglect the surface buoyancy flux and

the resulting nonlocal G terms because the contribu-

tion of the surface buoyancy flux to the turbulence is

relatively small in a high-wind region of a hurricane.

We also assume that Ku and KM are equal and simply

express them as K hereafter, which is consistent with

the original KPP formulation when the surface buoy-

ancy flux is negligible. In the KPP model, the vertical

profile of K within the surface mixing layer is param-

eterized as follows:

K(s)5 hWG(s) , (3)

where h is the mixing layer depth, W is the turbulent

velocity scale, G(s) is the nondimensional turbulent

mixing shape function, and s52z/h. In this studyW is

approximated asW5 ku+ (where k is the von Kármán
constant and u+ is the magnitude of the surface friction

velocity) and G(s) is approximated as G(s)5
s(12s)2.

In the KPPmodel, h is defined as the shallowest depth

where the bulk Richardson number exceeds the critical

value:

Ri
b
(z)5

[Br 2B(z)]jzj
[Ur 2U(z)]2 1 [Vr 2V(z)]2 1V2

t (z)
,Ri

c
,

(4)

where B is the buoyancy, U and V are the horizontal

components of the mean current, and Vt is the un-

resolved turbulent shear contribution. In this study, the

reference values (superscript r) are defined as averages
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over the upper 10% of the mixing layer. The un-

resolved turbulent shear contribution is solved for as

follows:

V2
t (z)5

C
y
(2b

T
)1/2

Ri
c
k2

(c
s
«)21/2jzjNW , (5)

where N is the stability frequency and the constants are

Cy 5 1:6, bT 520:2, cs 5 98:96, and «5 0:1 following

Large et al. (1994).

We employ three versions of the KPP model in this

study. The first, hereafter KPP-ST, is tuned to condi-

tions of shear turbulence only (no Langmuir turbu-

lence). The second, hereafter KPP-iLT, is tuned to

typical ocean conditions (with typical Langmuir tur-

bulence) but includes no explicit sea-state-dependent

modifications. The tuning for KPP-ST and KPP-iLT

was performed to minimize the difference in SST and

surface current between the LES results with and

without Langmuir turbulence, respectively, of

RWHGK and the one-dimensional simulations. It is

known that the critical Richardson number used in

KPP is dependent on the vertical resolution of the

ocean model due to the interpolation needed to find

where the bulk Richardson number crosses the

threshold value. Since the vertical resolution of the

ocean model in this study is coarser than that used in

RWHGK, we have retuned the critical Richardson

numbers to 0.27 for KPP-ST and 0.35 for KPP-iLT. The

third, KPP-LT, includes explicit sea-state-dependent

Langmuir turbulence effects. These three versions

have been proposed in RWHGK. In that study the

performance of each KPPmodel was evaluated under a

wide range of tropical cyclone wind and wave condi-

tions in the one-dimensional General Ocean Turbu-

lence Model (GOTM; Umlauf et al. 2005) by

comparing with equivalent LES simulations with

identical mean initial conditions and forcing parame-

ters. The first and second versions are the standardKPP

model as described above, but with different critical

Richardson numbers.

The development of the third version, KPP-LT, is

discussed in detail by RWHGK and is briefly summa-

rized below. This model differs from the KPP-ST

model in two ways. First, the KPP-LT model utilizes

the Lagrangian current in place of the Eulerian current

(where the Lagrangian current is the Eulerian current

plus the Stokes drift) in the calculation of the turbulent

momentum flux:

u0
hw

0 52K(z)
›U

L

›z
, (6)

and in the calculation of the bulk Richardson number:

Ri
b
(z)5

[Br 2B(z)]jzj
[Ur

L 2U
L
(z)]2 1 [Vr

L 2V
L
(z)]2 1V2

t (z)
,Ri

c
,

(7)

where the subscript L is used for the Lagrangian

currents.

Second, the KPP-LT model introduces an enhance-

ment factor to the eddy viscosity profile and the un-

resolved turbulent shear contribution to the bulk

Richardson number. The enhancement to the eddy vis-

cosity profile FLT is given by

K(s)5 hWG(s)F
LT
(s) , (8)

with

F
LT
(s)5 11 (F 0

LT 2 1)3G(s)/max[G(s)] , (9)

F 0
LT 5 11La21

SLu0 , La
SLu0 $ 0:8, (10)

F 0
LT 5 2:25, La

SLu0 # 0:8. (11)

The enhancement to the unresolved turbulent shear,

FVt

LT, is different from the enhancement to the eddy vis-

cosity, and takes the following form:

F
Vt

LT 5 11 2:3La21/2
SLu 0 . (12)

Thus, the bulk Richardson number calculation is now

Ri
b
(z)5

[Br 2B(z)]jzj
[Ur

L 2U
L
(z)]2 1 [Vr

L 2V
L
(z)]2 1V2

t (z)3 F
Vt

LT

.

(13)

Note that this differs from that reported by RWHGK

due to a typo, where the FVt

LT term was incorrectly ex-

pressed as (FVt

LT)
2.

The surface layer–averaged turbulent Langmuir

number LaSLu0 is defined as the square root of the ratio of

the friction velocity to the Stokes drift averaged over the

surface layer (upper 20% of the mixing layer), corrected

for the misalignment between the Stokes drift and the

Langmuir turbulence:

La
SLu0 5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u*

hju
S
ji
SL

1

max[cos(u
Waves

2 u
Lag

), 1028]

s
, (14)

where uWaves is the direction of the Stokes drift averaged

over the surface layer, and the direction of the Langmuir

turbulence is approximated by the direction of the

Lagrangian shear, uLag, averaged over the surface layer

following Van Roekel et al. (2012). The definition of

the surface layer–averaged turbulent Langmuir num-

ber in Harcourt and D’Asaro (2008) takes the surface
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layer–averaged Stokes drift relative to the Stokes drift

at the base of the mixing layer, which we neglect as

in RWHGK.

In the ocean model of this study, the Boussinesq

horizontal momentum equation is solved including the

surface wave impact:

›U
h

›t
1

�
U

h
� ›

›x
h

1W
›

›z

�
U

h
1 f3 (U

h
1U

S
)

52
1

r
0

›P

›x
h

2
›

›z

�
n
›U

h

›z
1 u0

hw
0
�
, (15)

where f is the Coriolis vector (0, 0, f ) using the f-plane

definition centered at 22.48N, r0 is the mean density, P is

the Reynolds averaged dynamic pressure, n is the mo-

lecular diffusivity, and the instantaneous horizontal (uh)

and vertical (w) current components are decomposed

into mean (Uh, W) and perturbation (u0
h and w0) com-

ponents, respectively. (In the actual MPIPOM-TC im-

plementation, these calculations are performed in a

s-level coordinate system, which is identical to the

Cartesian expression given here with the constant ba-

thymetry of this study.) In this equation [Eq. (15)] the

Stokes drift (US) appears in the Coriolis term (Coriolis–

Stokes vortex force). In addition, the KPP vertical mo-

mentumfluxparameterization ismodifiedby the unresolved

component of the CL vortex force (Langmuir turbulence)

as described earlier.

Complete momentum equations include the resolved-

scale CL vortex force and the Stokes advection in the

mean equations (see e.g., McWilliams and Restrepo

1999) and the wave momentum budget term in the

momentum flux boundary condition (Fan et al. 2010). In

this study we do not aim to account for all wave-

dependent modifications, rather we show here that the

Langmuir turbulence impact is significant and that it is

different in one-dimensional and three-dimensional

models under tropical cyclones. The Coriolis–Stokes

force exists in the one-dimensional framework and has

been included in many of the foundational studies of

Langmuir turbulence in the literature (e.g., McWilliams

et al. 1997). We, therefore, have also included this term.

While other wave terms (i.e., resolved-scale CL vortex

force, Stokes advection, momentum flux budget) may

have a similar magnitude as the Coriolis–Stokes force,

we show here that the Coriolis–Stokes force impact is

significantly smaller compared to the Langmuir turbu-

lence impact under tropical cyclone conditions. There-

fore, inclusion or exclusion of the Coriolis–Stokes force

does not affect our main conclusion regarding the

Langmuir turbulence impact. We will also find that the

depth-averaged Eulerian current significantly exceeds

the depth-averaged Stokes drift under tropical cyclones,

and, therefore, we do not expect neglecting the Stokes

drift advection to significantly change our conclusions.

Although the investigation of the full wave coupled

impacts is certainly desirable, it would require sig-

nificant ocean model modification in addition to modi-

fying the mixing scheme. Therefore, it is left for future

investigation.

The drag coefficient used in this study is identical to

that proposed by Sullivan et al. (2012):

C
d
5

8><
>:
0:0012, : ju

10
j, 11m s21

(0:491 0:065ju
10
j)3 1023 , :11# ju

10
j# 20m s21

0:0018, :20m s21 , ju
10
j .
(16)

We have tested the sensitivity of these experiments to

different drag coefficient models. While the overall

cooling is obviously affected by the drag coefficient

choice, the impact of the Langmuir turbulence (the

difference among the three versions of the KPP) re-

mains qualitatively similar.

2) WAVEWATCH III COMPONENT

The wave model component of the coupled system is

version 3.14 of theWAVEWATCH III third-generation

wind-wave model (Tolman 2009). The wind-input

source term of the version 3.14 has been modified,

using a reduced, wave-age-dependent drag coefficient,

to optimize performance under tropical cyclone condi-

tions as described by Moon et al. (2008) and demon-

strated by Fan et al. (2009). The wave spectrum is

defined over 40 logarithmically spaced frequencies

(with a minimum frequency of 0.0285Hz) and 48 evenly

spaced directions. In the model the Stokes drift is cal-

culated as follows:

u
S
(z)5

ðkUL

0

ð2p
0

C(k, u)2v exp(2kz)k dudk , (17)

where C(k, u) is the wavenumber-direction variance

spectrum, k is the wavenumber, u is the wave direction, k

is the wavenumber vector, v5
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gk

p
is the wave angular

frequency, and kUL is the upper bound of the wave-

number integration corresponding to a wavelength of

1m. The Stokes drift is explicitly integrated and aver-

aged over the model levels for the upper 25m such that

the values at the vertical grid centers used in the ocean

model represent the mean Stokes drift over those levels,

and it is these values that are then passed to the ocean

model. In the ocean model a decay scale based on the

mean wavelength is used to extrapolate the Stokes drift
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below 25m. Since the Stokes drift at 25m is small and is

determined by the long wave swell field, this extrapo-

lation is adequately representative of the explicit solu-

tion. The surface layer–averaged Stokes drift needed for

Eq. (14) is computed separately through explicit in-

tegration of the wave spectrum and passed in addition to

the ocean model.

In principle many parameters should be passed back

and forth in the two-way fully coupled ocean–wave

model system. For this study we have disabled the im-

pact of the ocean model on the wave model, using the

model as a one-way coupled system. The communica-

tion from the wave model to the ocean model is re-

stricted to passing the Stokes drift terms only. In this

way, we have simplified the problem to focus on the

effect of the Langmuir turbulence on the upper-ocean

response under prescribed wind and wave conditions

eliminating feedback effects between the two models.

We have ignored the effect of the ocean current on the

waves, the effect of growing/decaying waves on the

momentum flux into the ocean (Fan et al. 2010), as well

as all the effects of waves and currents on the atmo-

spheric model (i.e., wind forcing). We save investigation

of the fully coupled models for future studies.

b. Experiment design

A large, deep-water computational domain is identi-

cally defined for both the ocean and the wave model.

The ocean and wavemodel domains are projected into a

curvilinear coordinate system based on Earth’s latitude

and longitude, and model communication and in-

terpolation is then based on the latitude–longitude grid.

Both models are simulated on 1/128 resolution domains.

The horizontal domain of both models is much larger

than the storm size so that boundary conditions are not

relevant at the temporal and spatial scales considered.

The model is initialized with a homogenous salinity

(35 PSU), such that the density structure is determined

entirely by the temperature. The initial temperature

profile consists of a 20-m mixed layer of 29.258C, a layer
of constant temperature gradient of 0.18Cm21 from the

base of the mixed layer until 120-m depth, a layer of

smooth transition between 120- and 1300-m depth, and a

realistic lower ocean temperature (48C) below 1300m.

Because of the short total simulation time the deep

ocean is effectively isolated from the surface. The tem-

perature profile is similar to the Gulf of Mexico Com-

mon Water temperature profile of Yablonsky and

Ginis (2009).

Idealized tropical cyclone winds based on the Holland

wind profile (Holland 1980) are inserted into the do-

main, and translated at varying speeds from east to west.

The maximum wind speed is set to 50ms21 and the

radius of maximum wind is set to 50km. We examine

three different translation speeds including the stationary

case, the ;2.85ms21 case, and the ;5.7ms21 case. For

each case, the storm maximum wind is spun up from

0ms21 to the prescribed maximum wind speed over the

initial 24h to minimize the inertial response due to the

sudden onset of winds (particularly for the stationary

case). The ocean current is initially at rest, and in theKPP

model the initial turbulence structure is determined en-

tirely by the mixing layer depth. We have also explored

the sensitivity of our results by varying the initial tem-

perature profile, the radius of maximum wind, and the

maximum wind speed, which are briefly discussed later.

3. Results

a. Wind and wave fields

In Fig. 1, the results of the wind stress (top panels), the

surface 4.5-m-layer-averaged Stokes drift (middle

panels), and the turbulent Langmuir number defined by

Eq. (14) (bottom panels) are presented for the 0ms21

(left panels), 2.85ms21 (center panels), and 5.7ms21

(right panels) translating storms. The middle panels also

show contours of the mixing layer depth defined in KPP,

since the mixing layer depth is utilized to compute the

surface layer–averaged Stoke drift and the turbulent

Langmuir number. These results are obtained using the

KPP-LT including the CS force. Although the mixing

layer depth and the turbulent Langmuir number vary

depending on the versionof theKPPused and the presence/

absence of the CS, their spatial patterns remain quite

similar (not shown). The stationary storm results are

presented 24 h after the initial 24-h spinup (48-h to-

tal). The stationary simulation length is capped at 24 h

since it is rare for a tropical cyclone to remain stationary

for long periods of time in nature. The 2.85 and 5.7ms21

results are simulated for an additional 24h (72-h total) so

that the wave field and current field become quasi steady

with respect to the reference frame moving with the

storm. The low value of the turbulent Langmuir number

on the right of the moving storms can be explained by the

larger developed wave field. In the rear of the storm, the

secondary minimum in the turbulent Langmuir number

corresponds to the shallowing of the mixing layer, which

increases the surface layer–averaged Stokes drift.

b. Temperature and current fields

We present the results of the overall temperature and

current fields in the absence of surface wave effects (KPP-

ST-noCS) in Figs. 2–4. Figure 2 shows the spatial fields of

the surface temperature (top panels) and the Eulerian

current at 11.25-m depth. (The choice of this particular
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FIG. 1. (top) Wind stress, (middle) surface 4.5-m-layer-averaged Stokes drift, and (bottom) turbulent Langmuir

number for (left) a stationary tropical cyclone at 48 h, (center) a tropical cyclone translating at 2.85m s21 at 72 h, and

(right) a tropical cyclone translating at 5.7m s21 at 72 h, for model runs with explicit Langmuir turbulence and CS

(KPP-LT-CS). (top),(middle) The colors indicate magnitude and arrows indicate direction and relative magnitude.

(middle) The mixing layer depth contours are also shown at 30m (thin light-gray contour), 50m (thick light-gray

contour), 70m (thin dark-gray contour), and 90m (thick dark-gray contour). The white circles represent the storm

center location at 6-h increments and the thick black line is the radius of maximum wind.
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depth is explained later in this subsection.) The vertical

transects in the north–south direction at selected locations

are shown for the temperature (Fig. 3) and for the current

magnitude (Fig. 4). Figure 3 shows that temperature is well

mixed and vertically almost uniform inside themixing layer.

In contrast, the current magnitude near the storm center is

typically stronger at the surface and decreases with depth. It

is more uniform in the rear of the storm (Fig. 4).

The top-left panel of Fig. 2 shows that the temperature

is significantly cooled (by over 108C) near the storm

center in the stationary case. This is mainly caused by

upwelling due to horizontal current divergence (Fig. 2,

bottom-left panel). In nature, such strong cooling is

unrealistic because of the feedback effect; the reduced

heat flux would rapidly weaken the storm. However, in

our idealized experiment the prescribed wind stress

continues to force the upwelling. As the storm trans-

lation speed increases, the cooling due to the upwelling

effect is reduced, but the cooling due to the mixed layer

deepening becomes more important and is stronger on

the right of the storm (Fig. 2, top-middle and top-right

panels). The rightward bias of cooling appears because

the current and the resulting shear-driven turbulence

are stronger on the right of the storm due to the reso-

nance effect (Fig. 2, bottom-center and bottom-right

panels). The near-surface current, excited by the wind

stress, gradually turns to the right (inertial response in

the Northern Hemisphere). On the right of the track the

wind vector itself also turns to the right (at a fixed lo-

cation) and continually forces the surface current,

FIG. 2. (top) Mean surface temperature and (bottom) current at 11.25-m depth with KPP-ST-noCS. The black circles represent the

storm center location at 6-h increments and the thick black line is the radius of maximum wind. (bottom) The colors indicate magnitude

and arrows indicate direction and magnitude. The same three storms are presented as in Fig. 1.
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causing the rightward bias of the current. For the

2.85m s21 translating storm, the current magnitude peak

on the rear left is caused not only by the resonance

process but also by the geostrophic component of the

current induced by the pressure gradient associated with

the storm upwelling (Ginis 2002). The geostrophic cur-

rent does not cause enhanced cooling. Indeed, this cur-

rent peak disappears in the one-dimensional simulation

discussed in section 4.

Next we present the results of the overall temperature

and current fields with the surface wave effects, that is,

with the Langmuir turbulence (KPP-LT) and the CS (this

case is denoted KPP-LT-CS) in Figs. 5–7. Although the

spatial patterns of the surface temperature and the cur-

rent (11.25-m depth) in Fig. 5 are qualitatively similar to

those in Fig. 2 without the wave effects, the quantitative

difference is significant. Thewave effects tend to enhance

the surface temperature cooling andweaken the currents.

Another striking difference appears in the vertical

structure of the current (cf. Figs. 7 and 4). With the sur-

face wave effects the current is more vertically uniform

(suggesting enhanced vertical mixing due to the Langmuir

turbulence) and does not intensify near the surface.

Figure 8 shows the magnitude of the Stokes drift in the

same vertical transects as in Fig. 7. Unlike the Eulerian

current, the Stokes drift is mostly confined near the sur-

face and becomes insignificant below 10-m depth. The

LES results in RWHGK show that the turbulent mo-

mentum fluxes are proportional to the Lagrangian shear

rather than the Eulerian shear. When there is strong

turbulent mixing, the near-surface shear of the Stokes

drift introduces an Eulerian current shear that is opposite

FIG. 3. Vertical transect of temperature in the north–south direction with KPP-ST-noCS. (top) Transects centered at the storm center

and (bottom) transects centered at the storm center 18 h prior. The same three storms are presented as in Fig. 1. The thick black line shows

the mixing layer depth given by KPP.
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of the Stokes drift shear (counter-Stokes current) such that

theLagrangian shear is reduced. This tends to decrease the

magnitude of the Eulerian current near the surface as seen

in Fig. 7. (The Lagrangian current does not decrease near

the surface.) Since the Eulerian current is influenced by

explicitly including the Stokes drift near the surface, we

present the horizontal current fields at 11.25-m depth

(below the influence of the Stokes drift) throughout this

study. This way, it is clear that the presented differences in

the currents are due to the Langmuir turbulence impact,

and not due to whether or not we explicitly separate the

Eulerian and Lagrangian currents in the model.

In sections 3c and 3d we investigate the impact of the

waves in more detail.

c. Impact of Coriolis–Stokes force

Before investigating the effect of Langmuir turbu-

lence, we first address the impact of the CS force.

Figure 9 shows the difference of the surface tempera-

ture and the current (11.25-m depth) between KPP-

ST-CS (simulation with KPP-ST and with the CS

force) and KPP-ST-noCS (simulation with KPP-ST

and without the CS force). The color map shows the

difference of the temperature and the vectors show the

difference of the current. For reference, the isotherms

from the KPP-ST-CS results are superimposed on

this plot.

For the stationary storm, the temperature at the

center is lower in the simulation with the CS force (left

panel). This is a consequence of a slight increase of the

outward component of the storm-induced current ve-

locity, which increases the current divergence and the

associated vertical upwelling of cold water. Since

the Stokes drift is nearly cyclonic (in the direction of

the wind), the CS force enhances the near-surface

outward currents in the early stage. Ultimately in the

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for current magnitude.
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steady state, this outward force would produce a steady

Ekman response and the vertically integrated Ekman

transport would be in an anticyclonic direction, exactly

canceling the vertically integrated Stokes drift. How-

ever, this steady-state solution is not achieved in our

48-h simulation (including 24-h spinup). In fact, such a

steady state is unlikely to occur because a tropical cy-

clone rarely remains stationary for longer than a day

in nature.

For the 2.85m s21 translating tropical cyclone, there

is a warm anomaly to the right rear of the storm’s cold

wake of up to 0.38C and a cold anomaly along the left

side of the cold wake of up to 0.48C (middle panel). On

the right side of the cold wake, the CS force introduces

an excess current across the background isotherms from

the warmwater to the north toward the cold water in the

wake, which causes the warm anomaly. There is a similar

excess current (also due to the CS force) on the left side

of the cold wake directed from the cold wake toward the

warmer water to the south, which causes the cold

anomaly. The cold anomaly on the left is stronger than

the warm anomaly on the right because the CS force also

increases the cooling due to upwelling (similar to the

stationary case, although the enhanced upwelling is

much weaker compared to the stationary case). For the

faster 5.85m s21 translating tropical cyclone (right

panel), the upwelling does not have enough time to set

up before the storm moves away. There is still a slight

warm anomaly on the right and a slight cool anomaly in

the rear due to the horizontal advection, though the

anomalies are much weaker than those for the slower-

moving storm.

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2, but for model runs with Coriolis–Stokes force and explicit Langmuir turbulence (KPP-LT-CS).
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In summary, the impacts of the CS force are twofold.

First, the CS force increases upwelling due to the di-

vergent current force. This effect is the largest for the

stationary storm and rapidly decreases as the storm

translation speed increases. Second, for a moving storm

the CS force warms the right-hand side of the cold wake

and cools the left-hand side of the cold wake due to

modified horizontal advection. This effect also weakens

as the storm translation speed increases.

d. Impact of Langmuir turbulence

Next, the impacts of the Langmuir turbulence on the

near-surface temperature and the currents are in-

vestigated. This problem has been previously studied

using LES and one-dimensional column models (see

Sullivan et al. 2012; Rabe et al. 2015; RWHGK). The

impact of Langmuir turbulence on the three-dimensional

ocean response, including the impact on horizontal ad-

vection and upwelling, has not been investigated prior to

this study.

In this subsection the CS force is always included in

order to isolate the Langmuir turbulence impact. The

top panels of Fig. 10 show the difference of the surface

temperature and the current (11.25-m depth) between

KPP-LT-CS (simulation with KPP-LT and with the CS

force) and KPP-ST-CS (simulation with KPP-ST and

with the CS force). The sum of the fields shown in Fig. 9

and the top panels of Fig. 10 is the result of the total

wave impact (due to Langmuir turbulence and CS).

The impact of the Langmuir turbulence is significantly

stronger than the impact of the CS force. This means

that the overall impact of surface waves is pre-

dominantly due to the Langmuir turbulence. The

Langmuir turbulence enhances surface cooling during

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 3, but with KPP-LT-CS.
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moving storms by up to 0.78C, particularly on the left

side. For the stationary storm the Langmuir turbulence

effect is more subtle, with both warming and cooling

occurring at different locations. The vector current dif-

ference between KPP-LT-CS and KPP-ST-CS is mostly

in the opposite direction of the current vector itself

(Fig. 2, bottom panel). This shows that the Langmuir

turbulence reduces the current at 11.25-m depth.

To better understand the Langmuir turbulence effect,

we carry out two more simulations of KPP-LT-CS-1d

and KPP-ST-CS-1d. These two simulations are identical

to KPP-LT-CS and KPP-ST-CS, respectively, except

that the ocean model is run in one-dimensional mode

(without horizontal advection of momentum and

heat and gradient of pressure). The difference of the

surface temperature between KPP-LT-CS-1d and

KPP-ST-CS-1d is shown in the middle panels in

Fig. 10. These panels show the impact of the Langmuir

turbulence on the one-dimensional processes only (which

is the cooling due to entrainment of cooler water from

below the mixed layer).

The Langmuir turbulence enhances the cooling ev-

erywhere in the one-dimensional simulation because the

surface waves always decrease the turbulent Langmuir

number and enhance the vertical mixing compared to

the no-wave (shear only) case, which agrees well with

the previous studies. One interesting result from the

one-dimensional case is that the contribution of the

Langmuir turbulence to cooling is larger on the left than

on the right for moving tropical cyclones, even though

the turbulent Langmuir number tends to be lower (the

Langmuir turbulence tends to be stronger) on the right

side of the tropical cyclone due to the larger Stokes drift

(Fig. 1, bottom panels). This is because the left side of

the storm has less shear-driven turbulent mixing, and,

therefore, is more sensitive to the Langmuir turbulence.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for current magnitude.
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In KPP-ST-CS-1d (without Langmuir turbulence), the

mixing layer depth peaks at 120m on the right-hand

side, compared to 70m on the left-hand side (not

shown). Themixing layer depth continues to increase on

the right for a few hours after the peak wind forcing

occurs, because the surface current continues to increase

due to resonance between wind forcing and the inertial

current response. This maintains a high level of shear-

driven turbulence in the water column throughout the

storm passage. On the left, the mixing layer depth peaks

much earlier, and shear-driven mixing begins to de-

crease prior to the onset of maximum wind. This is be-

cause the maximum current occurs in front of the storm

and the current quickly reduces, which leads to lower

levels of shear-driven turbulence in the water column. In

KPP-LT-CS-1d (in the presence of Langmuir turbu-

lence), however, mixing is no longer only due to the

shear contribution, but continues to increase beyond the

time of maximumwind on the left due to the presence of

Stokes drift. This allows the mixing layer depth in KPP-

LT-CS-1d to overtake the KPP-ST-CS-1d mixing layer

depth by about 14m on the left. On the right-hand side,

KPP-LT-CS-1d only increases the mixing layer depth by

about 7m from KPP-ST-CS-1d, since the shear-driven

mixing alone is sufficiently strong. This means that de-

spite the lower Langmuir number on the right, Langmuir

turbulence has a larger impact on the total cooling on the

left. This result is consistent with previous LES results

(see Fig. 2 in RWHGK, bottom-right panel).

The difference between the top panels and middle

panels of Fig. 10 shows that Langmuir turbulence

significantly modifies the three-dimensional processes

(upwelling and horizontal advection). To understand

the three-dimensional effect, in the bottom we

present the difference of the temperature between

the top and the middle. Since the sum of the middle

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 6, but for Stokes drift magnitude. The contours of 1022, 1024, and 1026 are also included.
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(one-dimensional effect) and the bottom is equal to the

top (total effect), the bottom panels can be interpreted as

the Langmuir turbulence effect on three-dimensional

processes. [This approach can equivalently be thought

of as taking the difference between the three-dimensional

impact with Langmuir turbulence (KPP-LT-CS 2
KPP-LT-CS-1d) and the three-dimensional impact with

shear-only turbulence (KPP-ST-CS2KPP-ST-CS-1d).]

This interpretation is valid if the one-dimensional effect

and the three-dimensional effect are not strongly (non-

linearly) coupled. We superimpose the vector current

difference and the background temperature field (iso-

therms) from the KPP-LT-CS simulation in the bottom

panels (both are copied from the top panels) to show the

impact of upwelling and horizontal advection.

With the stationary storm (bottom-left panel), the

Langmuir turbulence raises the surface temperature by

over 0.78C around the radius of maximum wind. This is

due to a large reduction of the upwelling due to the

decreased divergent horizontal current. This three-

dimensional effect (reduction of upwelling) in the

bottom-left panel nearly cancels the one-dimensional

effect (increase of vertical mixing) in the middle-left

panel and the resulting total impact is relatively small

(top-left panel).

For the 2.85ms21 case, the impact of the Langmuir

turbulence in the three-dimensional case is to raise the

temperature on the right side of the cold wake by about

0.28C, while it cools the temperature on the left-side

of the cold wake by about 0.28C. These temperature

differences in the three-dimensional case appear be-

cause the reduced current due to Langmuir turbulence

reduces horizontal advection of the cold wake. As in the

case of the CS force, the reduction of the current (vector

current difference) is directed inward toward the cold

wake on the right, warming the surface temperature, and

is directed outward away from the cold wake on the left,

cooling the surface temperature. For the 5.7m s21 case

the advection effect is reduced.

In conclusion, the Langmuir turbulence impacts are

summarized as follows. First, Langmuir turbulence al-

ways enhances the vertical mixing, the mixed layer

deepening, and the resulting SST cooling. Although the

intensity of Langmuir turbulence is determined by the

turbulent Langmuir number, its impact on the sea sur-

face cooling is more complex, depending on the local

mixing layer depth. Second, Langmuir turbulence de-

creases the current magnitude inside the mixing layer

(because of the enhanced vertical momentum mixing).

Hence, it modifies the horizontal heat advection pattern

and the resulting cold-wake spatial structure. It also

weakens the upwelling due to the horizontal current

divergence and reduces the resulting sea surface cooling

for stationary and slow-moving storms.

e. Explicit versus implicit Langmuir
turbulence model

Section 3d focused on the Langmuir turbulence ef-

fects compared to the shear-only mixing results. Here, a

more practical question is addressed: How well can an

FIG. 9. Difference betweenKPP-ST-CS andKPP-ST-noCS for surface temperature (colormap) and currents at 11.25-mdepth (vectors),

with the gray contours representing isotherms from KPP-ST-CS in 28C increments for the stationary case and 18C increments for the

moving cases. The black circles represent the storm center location at 6-h increments and the thick black line represents the radius of

maximum wind. The same three storms are presented as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 10. (top) The difference between KPP-LT-CS and KPP-ST-CS for surface temperature (color map) and currents at 11.25-m depth

(vectors), with the gray contours representing isotherms from KPP-LT-CS in 28C increments for the stationary case and 18C increments for the

moving cases. (middle) The surface temperature difference betweenKPP-LT-CS-1d andKPP-ST-CS-1d. (bottom)The difference between (top)

and (middle) for surface temperature, with the same arrows and gray contours as in (top). The black circles represent the storm center location at

6-h increments and the thick black line represents the radius of maximum wind. The same three storms are presented as in Fig. 1.
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implicit Langmuir turbulence scheme commonly used in

ocean circulation models perform relative to an explicit

scheme? As discussed earlier, the mean Langmuir tur-

bulence impacts can be included in an implicit manner

by tuning the critical Richardson number used in the

KPP [KPP-iLT, see section 2a(1)]. The computational

requirements of a surface wave model are not nominal,

so the explicit Langmuir turbulence scheme is more

costly to employ. Therefore, we aim to determine

whether the explicit scheme improves the hurricane

upper-ocean simulations significantly enough to justify

such an effort.

We now repeat the same numerical experiments using

KPP-iLT instead of KPP-LT. (The results are denoted

KPP-iLT-CS.) In Fig. 11 the same set of plots are pro-

duced as in Fig. 10 but using KPP-iLT. The top panels of

Fig. 11 show the difference of the surface temperature

and the current (11.25-m depth) between KPP-iLT-CS

and KPP-ST-CS. It is apparent that these results are

significantly different from the top panels of Fig. 10. For

the moving storms KPP-iLT-CS significantly un-

derestimates the sea surface cooling, particularly on the

left-hand side of the storm. For the stationary storm

both warming and cooling are underestimated with

KPP-iLT-CS.

We now focus on the middle panels of Fig. 11, which

show the effect of the implicit Langmuir turbulence

parameterization on the one-dimensional process (dif-

ference between KPP-iLT-CS-1d and KPP-ST-CS-1d).

Again the difference of these results from the middle

panels of Fig. 10 is striking. In the moving tropical cy-

clone cases the Langmuir turbulence effect with KPP-

iLT-CS is remarkably simple; the Langmuir turbulence

simply enhances the cooling in proportion to the cooling

with the shear-driven turbulence only. The spatial

patterns of the enhanced cooling (middle-center and

middle-right panels of Fig. 11) are very similar to those

of the cooling due to the shear-driven turbulence only

(top-middle and top-right panels of Fig. 2). This simple

response is not surprising because the KPP-iLT scheme

just modifies the critical Richardson number compared

to the KPP-ST scheme. This is in stark contrast to the

rather complex Langmuir turbulence effect with KPP-

LT as explained earlier.

The cooling is also reduced in the stationary case with

KPP-iLT-CS-1d (middle-left panel of Fig. 11) compared

to KPP-ST-CS-1d (middle-left panel of Fig. 10). This

difference is due to a similar reason as on the left-hand

side of the moving storms. The Langmuir turbulence

effect is weak with KPP-iLT-CS-1d because the current

is weak and vertical mixing is not as strong with the

KPP-ST scheme. The Langmuir turbulence effect is

stronger with KPP-LT-CS-1d because the shear-driven

turbulence is weak and even a small enhancement of ver-

tical mixing due to the Stokes drift makes a large impact.

As in Fig. 10, we can take the difference between the

top and the middle panels to approximate the Langmuir

turbulence modification to the horizontal advection and

the upwelling (bottom of Fig. 11). The huge difference

between KPP-iLT-CS (bottom-left panel of Fig. 11) and

KPP-LT-CS (bottom-left panel of Fig. 10) for the sta-

tionary storm case can be explained as follows. As dis-

cussed earlier, KPP-LT significantly reduces and

homogenizes the current magnitude inside the mixing

layer because of the enhanced vertical momentum

mixing (Fig. 7). KPP-iLT hardly modifies the current

magnitude. This is clearly seen in Fig. 12, where the

vertical transect of the current magnitude is shown. The

results in Fig. 12 are almost identical to the results of

the shear only case (KPP-ST-noCS) in Fig. 4 rather than

the results ofKPP-LT-CS in Fig. 7. BecauseKPP-iLT-CS

does not reduce the current, it does not appreciably re-

duce the horizontal current divergence and the resulting

upwelling, as seen in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 11.

This is in contrast to the significant reduction of the

upwelling effect (i.e., warming) in the bottom-left panel

of Fig. 10. Because of the reduced current modification

by KPP-iLT-CS, the horizontal advection effects in the

moving storm cases are also reduced/modified (bottom-

middle and bottom-right panels of Fig. 11) compared to

the KPP-LT-CS results (bottom-middle and bottom-

right panels of Fig. 10).

Finally, we investigate the difference between the

explicit and implicit parameterizations by directly

comparing KPP-LT-CS and KPP-iLT-CS in Fig. 13. The

top panels indeed confirm that KPP-iLT-CS significantly

underestimates the cooling (particularly on the left

side of the moving storm) and underestimates the

current magnitude reduction (i.e., overestimates the

current magnitude). The difference between KPP-LT-

CS and KPP-iLT-CS in Fig. 13 (top panels) is not

significantly smaller than the difference between KPP-

LT-CS and KPP-ST-CS in Fig. 10 (top panels). This

suggests that the implicit parameterization (KPP-iLT) is

not very skillful in predicting the overall the Langmuir

turbulence effect on the upper-ocean response under a

tropical storm, compared to the explicit parameterization

(KPP-LT).

4. Discussion

As discussed earlier, the most significant feedback

mechanism from the upper ocean to the tropical cyclone is

through changes in the SST and the resulting surface la-

tent heat flux.Wehave demonstrated that the SST cooling

is significantly modified by the surface-wave-induced
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but with KPP-iLT-CS instead of KPP-LT-CS and with KPP-iLT-CS-1d instead of KPP-LT-CS-1d.
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Langmuir turbulence. Since this study specifies wind

forcing fields and does not allow the feedback from

the upper ocean to the tropical storm, it is difficult to

estimate the impact of the Langmuir turbulence on the

heat flux, since the near-surface air temperature and

humidity are modified in response to the changes in the

SST in a real storm. Nevertheless, estimates can bemade

of the impact on the heat flux if the near-surface air

temperature and humidity are specified and assumed

unaffected by the sea surface cooling. For example, us-

ing an air temperature of 238C and a humidity of 95%

(comparable to values used in previous literature), the

reduction of the heat flux can be greater than 50Wm22

(roughly 10% of the total heat flux) in some locations

comparing theKPP-LTandKPP-iLT.We certainly expect

that this large modification of the heat flux would have a

significant impact on the tropical cyclone evolution.

We have so far investigated the Langmuir turbulence

effect using a storm with one size and one intensity, and

with one initial ocean temperature profile. We have also

examined the sensitivity of the results to different storm

sizes, storm intensities, translation velocities, and dif-

ferent initial ocean profiles. In general, the Langmuir

turbulence effect is more significant if the storm is larger

and more intense, due to the increased waves (Stokes

drift). The Langmuir turbulence effect on SST is also

stronger if the initial mixed layer is shallower and if the

temperature gradient below the mixed layer is larger.

For example, the Langmuir turbulence is more signifi-

cant with the typical temperature profile in the Gulf of

Mexico compared to the typical profile in the Caribbean

Sea with a larger mixed layer depth.

We have found that the depth-averaged Eulerian

current significantly exceeds the depth-averaged Stokes

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 4, but with KPP-iLT-CS instead of KPP-LT-CS.
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drift, at least in tropical cyclone conditions, indicating

that advection due to Eulerian currents is more impor-

tant than that due to Stokes drift (cf. Figs. 7 and 8).

However, the magnitude of the Stokes drift can be

comparable to the magnitude of the Eulerian current

very near the surface. To further investigate the im-

portance of Stokes drift advection, we have conducted

an identical set of simulations where the mixing oc-

curred down the gradient of the Eulerian current

rather than the Lagrangian current (but including the

Langmuir turbulence enhancements to the mixing co-

efficient and the unresolved turbulent shear component

of the bulk Richardson number). This experiment re-

sults in a near-surface Eulerian current that is very

similar to the Lagrangian current in the original case.

We have found that the results from the case with the

Eulerian mixing only and the experiment with the ad-

ditional explicit Stokes drift mixing are nearly identical,

suggesting the Stokes drift component to the advection

is indeed small when the Eulerian component is as

strong as it is under tropical cyclones.

In this study we have focused on the impacts of the

Langmuir turbulence and the Coriolis–Stokes force, and

have not incorporated the other wave impacts (i.e., the

Stokes vortex force, the Stokes advection, and the air–

seamomentum flux budget). Our results suggest that the

Langmuir turbulence has the leading order wave impact

on the upper-ocean response to tropical cyclones and all

the other wave impacts are smaller. Nevertheless, it is

known that it is dynamically inconsistent to include the

Stokes–Coriolis force in a situation where advection by

the currents is important without also including the ad-

vective vortex force in the momentum and Stokes ad-

vection in material concentration equations. It is,

therefore, highly desirable to extend this study to in-

clude and assess all the wave impacts in future efforts.

5. Conclusions

We have explored the modification of the ocean re-

sponse to tropical cyclones due to Langmuir turbulence

and the Coriolis–Stokes force. The Coriolis–Stokes

force increases the upwelling in a slowly moving tropi-

cal storm, contributing to the total cooling in the storm’s

cold wake. It also modifies the horizontal advection of

the cold wake by the storm-induced current. However,

the impact of the Coriolis–Stokes force is much weaker

than the impact of Langmuir turbulence.

Next, we investigated the impact of the explicit

Langmuir turbulence parameterization compared to the

turbulent mixing parameterization that accounts only

for shear-induced turbulence. Langmuir turbulence al-

ways enhances the vertical mixing, the mixed layer

deepening, and the sea surface cooling. It also reduces

and homogenizes currents inside the mixing layer be-

cause of the enhanced vertical momentum mixing. Al-

though the intensity of Langmuir turbulence is

determined by the turbulent Langmuir number, its im-

pact on the sea surface cooling is more complex,

depending on the local mixing layer depth. The

FIG. 13. Difference betweenKPP-LT-CS andKPP-iLT-CS for surface temperature (colormap) and currents at 11.25-m depth (vectors),

with the gray contours representing isotherms from KPP-LT-CS in 28C increments for the stationary case and 18C increments for the

moving cases. The black circles represent the storm center location at 6-h increments and the thick black line represents the radius of

maximum wind. The same three storms are presented as in Fig. 1.
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reduction of the horizontal currents significantly mod-

ifies the horizontal advection of heat and reduces the

cooling due to upwelling for stationary and slow-

moving storms.

Wehave also compared the impacts of the explicit (sea-

state dependent) and implicit (independent of sea states)

Langmuir turbulence parameterizations. Although the

implicit parameterization also introduces some enhanced

SST cooling, it significantly underestimates the cooling,

particularly on the left of a propagating storm, and

overestimates the currents. The implicit scheme not only

misses the impact of sea-state dependence on the surface

cooling, but it also misrepresents the impact of the

Langmuir turbulence on the Eulerian advection. There-

fore, we have confirmed that the implicit scheme does not

adequately represent the Langmuir turbulence effects in

realistic, three-dimensional simulations of the upper-

ocean response to a tropical storm.

The next step of this research is to include the explicit

Langmuir turbulence parameterization (KPP-LT) in a

fully coupled hurricane–wave–ocean system and to in-

vestigate the feedback of the modified SST to the storm

evolution. This study suggests that explicitly resolving the

sea-state-dependent Langmuir turbulence will lead to in-

creased accuracy in predicting the air–sea fluxes and thus

the intensity and track forecasts of tropical cyclones.
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